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devil trigger gauge replenishes over time as nero defeats enemies, and also gradually rises if the
player does not use devil trigger for a set period of time, when a timer of time (1-3 minutes) begins

to show. the timer only appears while nero is in devil form and in devil trigger mode. there are
several endings in which nero can unlock after the player defeats the final boss. nero will either save
his family, or leave them behind and destroy them. if nero saves his family, he will receive the nero's
blessing ending, which will have nero and his family enter the soul edge and yhvh, receive the power

of eden. in devil may cry 3, devil trigger has no impact on the game's story, unlike the other dmc
games. if nero defeats a boss, the gauge will rise as normal, but the gauge cannot be used. if nero
dies, the gauge slowly recharges over time, and will replenish if nero is not in devil trigger for the

first time in a while. at the end of the game, dante and nero get into a fight, with both of them
transforming into their devil forms. after nero defeats dante, he is kidnapped by nemesis. after nero
defeats his father, rufus, he is thrown into the same fate as vergil. in the final battle, dante and nero
fight one another, with dante ultimately defeating nero. as nero dies, he uses his ultimate power to
destroy hades, becoming a part of the world of the living and a permanent part of the new world. in
marvel vs. capcom 3: fate of two worlds, nero can perform a devil trigger hyper combo, which lasts
for 8 seconds, increasing the damage he deals by 15% and grants him minor health regeneration.
the exceed devil trigger is used as the model, with the sparda devil trigger and sparda style being
used as a base for his dlc costume. nero can perform three of nevan's techniques in dt mode, and
gains the ability to fly. he also gains a third jump added to his double jump, and gains the ability to

dash twice in the air before landing. nero can also tag out to keep his devil trigger effect permanent,
unless tagged back in. plus, his sound clips are limited to deep roars, and his taunt has no dialogue

until it wears off. this appears to be a throwback to ragna the bloodedge's blood kain distortion drive
from blazblue, as ragna is somewhat based on nero.
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though not strictly canon, devil trigger is visible on the character sheet. if the character has entered
dt, a white symbol will appear above the character's name. during a fight, if the dt gauge is full, a

corresponding symbol will appear below the characters name. the symbols are as follows: if a
character is in devil trigger, they can be attacked and chased. after a character enters devil trigger

for the first time, the dt gauge will appear with 3 blue lines. if a devil trigger attack strikes the
enemy, the red flag will appear, the dt gauge will decrease with the time it takes for the attack to

execute. if the dt gauge is full, the devil trigger symbol will appear, which in turn causes damage for
the time it remains on screen. if the attack damages the dt symbol, it will disappear. this symbol can
be seen below: if a devil trigger attack is unsuccessful, the red flag will appear, the dt gauge will fill,
and the dt symbol will appear. after 10 seconds, the dt symbol will disappear. when this symbol is
visible, the enemy will be unable to perform dt attacks. this symbol can be seen below: the devil

trigger gauge shows how much demonic energy the player has. it is represented by a line of runes
on the left side of the screen. it is colored blue, and the line is aligned vertically, unlike the rest of
the character's health bar, which is colored red. when the gauge fills, a devil trigger symbol will

appear. this symbol can be seen below: dante can enter dt whenever he wants, but it can also be
triggered by pushing a button on the controller or by pressing the b button (cyberdyne mode). to
enter devil trigger, the player has to press the b button. once in dt, the devil trigger gauge will fill,

and the devil trigger symbol will appear. after a certain amount of time passes, the symbol will
disappear, and the player will be forced to exit the dt. 5ec8ef588b
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